Flooding status in the Pittsburgh Seam
Steubenville East, WV-PA-OH, Quadrangle

Legend:

- Pittsburgh coal seam
- Collected points are underground mining isolated on company, mine, and co-owner areas; the enclosed areas (including points and barriers) exist near the approximate position of the measurement and the boundaries are not the boundaries of the seam
- Flooding status:
  - All flooded or unknown
  - Retained or flooding

This mapping is based on a continuous, high-resolution data set from a variety of sources, including original and secondary sources of mapping accuracy. While the absolute accuracy of specific spatial features, mine outlines, and unmined coal blocks may not be precisely identified, it may be considered to typically range from 20 to 100 meters. Mine features have been generalized, individual mine, longwall panels, and pillars are not explicitly shown. Unmined coal blocks within mines were mapped only if their total area was greater than about 40 acres.